
Dear Sirs, 

I strongly object to implementing Enfield Local Plan since it involves developing green 
areas by creating more housing or commercial premises. I expect the plan to be 
cancelled. 

1. CLIMATE AND POLLUTION:



Enfield residents praise themselves for having one of the nicest and greenest
neighbourhood in London. In the midst of the climate change and eber growing
pollution, it is important to preserve green areas that will produce oxygen and filter the
air. This will keep residents healthier and happier. We jump on a bike and go to Crews
Hill to enjoy nature, see the sky and relax after a long day at work. The Plan will take
this away from us and we will be soon depressed and unhealthy.

What about WASTE? Do we need more waste? No one does. 

2. CONGESTION:

Do you really want more people in Enfield? Have you tried going shopping to ASDA
especially on a Saturday? You queue to get in and out  of the car park then you queue to
till for an hour and  spend ages on High Street in traffic jams. Other streets are not that
bad but the Plan will definitely make them so. Is this want you want? Do you really want
to make driving unpleasant and difficult on all roads? Do you really want to limit already
limited parking? Do you really want to make what is  a nice neighbourhood an
unpleasant place to be? You know depression is getting more and more common and
your Plan has already upset many. Our standard of living will worsen by far no wonder
people are frustrated. We have chosen Enfield as our home over other highly congested
areas of London. Please don't take this away from us. 

3. OVERPOPULATION:

Not sure you are aware buy you need to wait 3 weeks for an appointment with GP.
Follow up phone calls were arranged over following several weeks. My condition is just
about being resolved and I have been trying since May.  Even longer waiting time to get
tests done like  blood or belly scan. I cannot imagine what it will be like with more
people. 

Same with schools. Do you really not see that schools are overpopulated? Shops too.
Especially on Saturdays. It so so busy and many find it unpleasant already. 

4. HOUSING AND COMMUNITY

We don't believe there is shortage of children and young people in Enfiled.  There is a lot
of elderly too but this is the character of our neighbourhood. Let other areas in London
be swarming with babies. Every community has its own character. This is called balance.
We are not machines we don't need to be like others, all the same.

If you are addressing national housing issue, then why all housing needs to be provided
in London? Why can't new houses be built in other towns and villages so people are
spread evenly? Why do you want to bring more people to already highly  populated



London?

And Enfield doesn't like tower blocks. We like seeing the sky. Please don't change it. 
Please abort the Plan. 

https://enfield-council.msgfocus.com/k/Enfield-Council/sign_up
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Enfield-Council/252946378095154
https://twitter.com/EnfieldCouncil
http://www.enfield.gov.uk/



